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(A mechan ism to dissipate  energy by ap ply  the opposi te of RPS princi ple.  The energy  

is to  generate at  least a pair of fo rce which  is bei ng  directed to act  in opposi ng  

directi on  of the same o bject.  )
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Back groun d/De velopme nt of Idea:

Energy can't be created or destroyed, which is the corner stone of modern Physics. What it imply is we 

can only convert energy from one form to another but we can't change the amount/content of it. Thus it 

follow that the global warming can't be reversed since there is no way to dissipate heat energy without 

turning into waste heat? One method this inventor thought of is by by applying the RPS for the opposite 

goal: To make the forces generated by the energy useless.

Summa ry  & Discussio n:

The processes and mechanisms are identical with EDMI-IV except a force redirection mechanism 

based on RPS is employ to direct one or more forces generated by the energy to act on the opposing 

direction on an object.

For instance, the force could be generated to push an object held in two opposite end by pairs of elastic 

wire joined together somewhere in the frame. The elasticity of wires are equal. The energy is first 

converted to a force which attempt to push the object in either directions.  Regardless of the movement 

created by the force, the action forces from one end will always directed to act on as an exact opposite in 

the other end. And the pair of force neutralized each other on the effect of an object. Thus no effect 

would be observable in the frame or physical structure holding this mechanism. Energy is dissipate to 

make no difference.

Cla im: The system in its entirety with at least all its essential components each for the purpose 
stated above and together as a whole for the purpose of controlled dissipation of energy without 
turning into waste heat by an application of RPS principles.

Rela ted Claims:

App licati ons:

Adva ntages:

Little waste heat is produced in the process, energy is effectively nullified.

Technical ities :

1. The actual mechanism and efficiency of the conversion process(es).

2. The control mechanism for RPS mechanism.


